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Introduction: During production of the U.S. 

Geological Survey (USGS)-published, global geo-
logic map of Jupiter’s volcanic moon Io [1, 
http://pubs.usgs.gov/sim/3168/], construction began 
on a digital Io database.  This database, built in 
ArcGIS™ and containing the geologic map shape-
files and the combined Galileo-Voyager Io global 
mosaics produced by the USGS for my mapping 
project[2], was intended to become a digital Geo-
graphic Information Systems (GIS)-compatible ar-
chive of all usable Io data collected during and after 
NASA’s Galileo Mission to Jupiter.  Since 2011, 
DAW and DMN have been adding, as time and re-
sources permit, additional Io datasets to the data-
base, including Io observations obtained by Earth-
based telescopes fitted with Adaptive Optics (AO) 
[3].  Now we have received a 1-year grant from 
NASA’s Planetary Data Archiving, Restoration, and 
Tools (PDART) program to complete the database 
and publish it both in ArcGIS™ and in Arizona 
State University’s Java Mission planning and Analy-
sis for Remote Sensing (JMARS) GIS system [4].  
This abstract describes our project. 

Objective:  The objective of this project is: 1) to 
produce a single, geospatially co-registered database 
of all usable Galileo and post-Galileo data of Io to 
serve as a research tool to promote future studies 
and to aid observation planning for future Io mis-
sions, and 2) present one example of a possible data 
component for an Io Planetary Spatial Data Infra-
structure (PSDI) to aid the planetary community in 
development of PSDIs for other planetary objects. 
The concept of our database is shown in Fig. 1. We 
will order the data as follows:  1) Image data (Gali-
leo-Voyager mosaics and their ancillary data, Gali-
leo SSI regional mosaics, Galileo-Voyager DEM, 
New Horizons images); 2) Geologic maps (Regional 
SSI maps, Voyager map I-2209 [5], Galileo-Voyager 
map SIM 3168), 3) Spacecraft hot spot data (NIMS 
NITED database [6], and older hot spot data [7]), 4) 
Earth-based adaptive optics telescopic observations 
(chronological order, oldest to youngest), and 5) 
interior heat flux model maps. It is important to note 
that, once the data are ingested as their own layer 
with corresponding attribute (data) tables, the layers 

can be turned on and off and re-ordered at will. This 
feature enables users to focus on the types of science 
they are most interested in, and irrelevant da-
ta/layers can be ignored.  This is a powerful capabil-
ity in both ArcGIS™ and JMARS.  

Perceived Impact: 
NASA’s MAPSIT advisory/assessment group is 

developing a roadmap and recommendations for the 
planetary science community on how to preserve 
past mission data, and to place it into usable plane-
tary spatial data infrastructures (PSDIs) to enable 
cartographic and scientific research of NASA plane-
tary data for generations to come. Unlike the Moon 
and Mars, which have terabytes of data from multi-
ple missions going back to the 1960s, Jupiter’s 
moon Io has a relatively small amount of data avail-
able for scientific study, that can be easily managed 
and manipulated using current GIS tools. By assem-
bling all workable Io data into a single geospatially 
registered database, this project will create a tool to 
promote additional Io science prior to the next mis-
sion, enable accurate and detailed target evaluation 
for observation planning for a future Io mission 
(e.g., Discovery-class Io Volcano Observer: McEw-
en et al. [8]; New Frontiers-class Io Observer (e.g., 
FIRE: Suer et al. [9])), and provide the planetary 
community with one example of how to structure a 
PSDI for a small body with relatively limited data. 
This would be useful, for example, to the small bod-
ies community in attempting to design PSDIs for 
asteroids, comets, dwarf planets, and outer planet 
moons. 
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Figure 1. Concept model for Io GIS database. By placing all Io data in a geospatially co-registered format, mis-
sion/instrument data at the base and various model results at the top, it will be possible for current and future Io 
researchers to track information about Io’s volcanic features/regions in space and time.  In both ArcGIS and 
JMARS, layers of information can be turned on and off and reordered at will, so that users can focus on the types 
of information and studies pertinent to their research. Once the database is built, additional layers of information 
can be added fairly easily. Figure produced by A.G. Davies, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
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